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Date Day Event

International Day of Older Persons, World Vegetarian Day, International Coffee Day

Mahatma Gandhi Birth  Anniversary, International Day of Non-Violence

World Day for Farmed Animals

World Animal Day, World Space Week (4 to 10 October)

World Teachers' Day, World Habitat Day, Ganga River Dolphin Day 

World Cotton Day, 66th Wildlife Week (2 to 8 October)

Air Force Day, World Sight Day

World Post Day, World Egg Day, Indian Foreign Service Day 

National Postal Week (9 to 15 October)

National Postal Day,World Migratory Bird Day,World Mental Health Day,

World Day Against the Death Penalty,World Investor Week(5 to 11 Oct.)

International Day of the Girl Child

World Arthritis Day

International Day for Disaster Reduction

World Standards Day, International E-Waste Day

World Students' Day, International Day of Rural Women,

Global Hand washing Day, Dussehra

World Food Day, Intellectual Property Literacy Week (15 to 23 October)

International Day for the Eradication of Poverty

World Osteoporosis Day, World Statistics Day, International Chef's Day

National Police Commemoration Day

International Stuttering Awareness Day

International Snow Leopard Day

World Polio Day,United Nations Day,World Development Information Day,

International Day of Diplomats

World Day for Audiovisual Heritage,Indian Army in J&K Celebrates 74th Infantry Day,

Vigilance Awareness Week (27 Oct to 02 Nov)

International Animation Day

International Internet Day, World Psoriasis Day

National Unity Day (Rashtriya Ekta Diwas), World Cities Day

Goddess Durga is an embodiment of Shakti 
who overcame the evils of the world. Navratri is 
the story about nine wonders, wonders of 
powerful wonder women, and may this story 
showers the blessing in all nine forms. 
“Navratri” or “Navaratri”, is synchrony of two 
words – “nava” (meaning nine) and “ratri” 
(meaning night). Clubbed together, it translates 
to nine nights. The festival of Navratri, which 
spreads over 9 nights and 10 days, is one of the 
most revered festivals in Hinduism and is 
celebrated during the autumn season. It lays 
importance on the worship of Goddess Durga 
or Shakti, which represents the energy of the 
universe, in her nine different forms. The nine 
days of Navratri are dedicated to worshipping 
the nine avatars of Goddess Durga, one on 
each day. Devotees also fast on all these nine 
days to please the Goddess and to seek her 
blessings. Some people fast on all nine days 
whereas some fast in jodas (couple), the first 
two or the last two days of Navratri.

या देवी सव�भूतेषु, श���पेण सं��थता,

नम��ै नम��ै नम��ै नमो नम:

It's a Festival that illuminates the Earth as well as the 
Skies and brings joy abound on this world. It is a festival 
when the whole of India transcends into a land of myriad 
lamps. Deepavali, the Festival of Lights has all the 
charm, grandeur and splendor that can even illuminate 
our minds and hearts while also promoting the much-
needed peace, harmony and brotherhood in the society. 
It is a Festival that unifies every religion, every home 
and every heart.
Dear parents, you can visit the TJIS FB Page for latest 
posts and pics by the following link.
https://www.facebook.com/tjis.aurangabad.5

Chairman’s Championship is on 13 Nov. 2021

https://www.facebook.com/tjis.aurangabad.5
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Vice-Principal
Mrs. Shikha Srivastava

“The greatness of a culture can be found in its festivals.”

We intended to impart the quality education which should go hand in hand with the 
inventiveness and exploration. I am very much contented to witness the learners 
evolving and exploring with each passing day. Teaching methodology has allowed 
our learners to go beyond the textual boundaries and which is manifested in their 
understanding of subjects and also its applicability. 

With the onset of October, festivities began with the festival of Navratri. The campus 
was agog with excitement when the students of grade-VIII-X resumed back to 
physical school. The campus witnessed sessions of academics and activities. 
Rigorous sessions of revision for grade-X students took place. 

Students participated in rangoli, Diya decoration, toran making, thali decoration 
competitions and special assemblies were conducted by the students. Azadi ka 
Amrut Mahotsav was celebrated by the students of Grade- VIII-X. 

Students have been groomed in such way to realize their goals and not to renounce 
them merely as a wish. Through rigorous revision and doubt clearing sessions, 
students gained confidence to give their best shot during Board Exam Term-I. They 
have been empowered to make them real. It's mesmerizing to see our learners 
endowing themselves to realize their dream with a proper plan and disposition 
guided by well-groomed teaching fraternity.
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Grade I - X

NAVARATRI (DUSSEHRA)
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Grade I - X

AZADI KA AMRUT  MAHOTSAV

“When we stand, the Azad Hind Fauj has to be like a wall of granite; when we march, the Azad 
Hind Fauj has to be like a steamroller.” Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose

 Every year on 21 October, the anniversary of the formation of the Azad Hind Government is 
celebrated across the country. On this day, India's first independent provisional government named 
Azad Hind Government was announced. It was established in 1942 by Mohan Singh, Azad Hind 
Fauj, or the Indian National Army (INA) was revived by Subhas Chandra Bose on 21 October 1943.
During World War II, the Indian National Army (INA) was an Indian military wing in Southeast Asia 
and active in Singapore. After its official formation in April 1942, it was disbanded in August 1945. 
INA was involved in several military operations fighting alongside the Japanese troops and against 
the British and Allied forces. They contributed to the battles fought in Burma, Imphal, and Kohima. To 
celebrate the 125th birth anniversary of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, a campaign called 
#Netaji125 has been launched as part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. The freedom fighter's birth 
anniversary will be celebrated with year-long activities. The day was celebrated with great fervour 
and in full patriotic essence in TJIS. A special assembly was formed on the occasion. Children gave 
speeches explaining the importance of the day and Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose. Students recited 
the song ''Qadam Qadam badhaye ja ,Khushi ke geet gaaye ja” song in assembly. The program was 
conducted following all the necessary guidelines regarding COVID-19.  
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Grade I - X

AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV

HALL MARK
It's good to have a good teacher, but you always need a pretty good student.
The above line is absolutely true about Sayli Mandlecha, a brilliant and all-rounder student of TJIS, 
Aurangabad. With her achievement, she had brought laurels not only to her parents but her school 
also. She had been selected for Offline Audition of KBC. But the journey towards it was not easy. 
She registered for KBC through Byju's app and gave two online tests. And she received a call about 
her selection in KBC.In the next step, she was selected for an online audition. Again an online GK 
test was conducted there and she was asked a few questions about her personal life and she was 
shortlisted for an offline audition which was conducted in Mumbai. Here again, she gave a GK test of 
20 questions. Now if she would be shortlisted again she would receive a message by 7th November.
TJIS family wishes her Good Luck for her selection and for her future life.

SAYLI MANDLECHA
Class- IX

Math Faculty of TJIS AURANGABAD, Mr. Pratik Laxman Edake showed his love towards the 
environment and planted saplings of Ashoka, Black Ficus,  White Ficus and Madhumalti.
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Grade VIII - X

RE-OPENING OF THE SCHOOL

Nothing is impossible in the world. The word impossible itself says I'm Possible….

 Yes, we can't believe it…before a few months, it was really impossible just to think about 
reopening of the school, but it became Possible only because of the courage, determination and 
completely positive attitude towards the worst patch of everyone's life. And one fine day we received 
the message …as all the things are going to be normal so we can reopen the school for Grade 8 to 
10. In TJIS this day was celebrated as the Re-building of the school. The word is completely 
appropriate to the current situation. Before a few months also we tried to reopen the schools but due 
to the tremendous rise in cases, we had to stop offline education again. So it was necessary to 
develop confidence and faith in students and their parents about safe offline learning. In TJIS again 
there was an echo of the sound of the chirping of the students from 15th October 2021. There was a 
glimpse of curiosity, anxiety, happiness on everyone's faces. Good strength was observed on that 
day. Students were welcomed with beautiful rangoli at the entrance. The day was started with the 
regular school assembly. Respected Vice Principal ma'am, Mrs. Shikha Srivastava warmly 
welcomed and guided the students. All the teachers also welcomed and gave best wishes to the 
students. The whole day was passed in the excitement of the students and teachers.
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Anyone who stops learning is old — whether this happens at twenty or at eighty. Anyone who keeps 
on learning not only remains young but becomes constantly more valuable — regardless of physical 
capacity. Henry Ford
  Faculty Training Program strengthens the professional development of the faculty 
members and who deal directly with students. It helps the educators to increase the effectiveness of 
their teaching. So that they are better able to guide students. Research shows that effective 
teachers are the most important factor contributing to student achievement. JGI school organized 
MID TERM FTP sessions for the teachers from 7Th to 9th October 2021. Innovative and important 
programs were organized during the session. The session started with Respected Dr.Mona 
ma'am's motivational words.
  The next session was conducted by our Respected President Academic Council 
Dr.Chandrashekhar DP guided us about rebuilding the school and not just reopening. In his session, 
he threw light on a few important topics like the physical and psychological tendency of the students 
at the time of re-opening the school. The next session was conducted by Ms. Deepali Gunjkar on the 
topic of artificial intelligence. It was well explained with the examples of stone, paper, and scissor 
activity. The first day ended with Sirisha ma'am's session on the Usage of Tenses in everyday life. It 
was really informative and exciting session.
  The second day started with our honorable Dr. K Lakshmi Rao ma'am's session on the 
topic of learning outcomes through new pedagogies and technology. She explained how to create it 
and how to achieve it. She guided us about how to set a rule to achieve the goal. She gave 
mythological references from Mahabharata to explain it.
  The next session was conducted by Mr. Ashish on the topic of Integration Of Science 
with other subjects. He gave an interesting example of salt as a sodium chloride which was really 
amazing. Next, it was Ms. Tarannum mam's session on the topic of Education beyond the 
Curriculum. Here she explained the need to bring about the change in today's education system.
  The third day started with Dr. Senthil Kumaran sir's session on the topic of Decoding 
MCQ's. His session was an eye-opener for all the educators. He emphasized on creativity and hard 
work of the educators instead of just only ctrl c and ctrl v while setting the MCQ-based questions for 
the students. The session was continued by Mr. Suryakumaran sir's session. He focused on various 
ideas for how to frame the questions and how to implement sibling items.
  The next session was conducted by Ms. Geeta Krishnan for English subject, 
Mr.Harmit Singh for Sst,  Ms. Shrividya Balachandran for science, Mr. R Subramanian for Biology, 
and Mr. Suryakumar for mathematics. 
These three days were really brainstorming for all the educators where they learned many important 
things which they can implement in their teaching.

MID TERM FTP
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THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
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AANANYA MUSALE
Grade :- I
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STAR
STAR WEEK
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WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VANRAJ KAMBLE
Grade :- I
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STAR
STAR WEEK
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WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

RIDVIK KHAIRNAR
Grade :- I
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of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

DESHNA CHUTTAR
Grade :- II
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Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SWARA SOMWANSHI
Grade :- II
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STAR
STAR WEEK
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Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

AARUSH CHUTTAR
Grade :- III
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STAR
STAR WEEK
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WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VENKATESH SHERE
Grade :- IV
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of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SONALI SHELKE
Grade :- III
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Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

HIMANSHU NIKUMBH
Grade :- II
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STAR WEEK
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Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

MRUNMAYEE LOKHANDE
Grade :- III
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STAR WEEK
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Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

GAURAV GANGANE
Grade :- II
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of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SARVADNYA KONDE
Grade :- IV
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STAR WEEK
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Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VIRAJ LIPNE
Grade :- III
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STAR
STAR WEEK
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Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VIHAAN TAKALKAR
Grade :- IV
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STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021
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THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

UTKARSHA SALVI
Grade :- III

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021
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THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ADITYA KOKARE
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VIRAJ INGOLE
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VRUNDA PATEL
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

PRANJAL JOSHI
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SOHAM RAUTALLE
Grade :- V

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SWANAND DESHPANDE
Grade :- IV

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

VEDANT KULKARNI
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

SIDDHANT PAKHALE
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

Grade I - VI

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

NISHANT PIMPLAPURE 
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

PRAJWAL MODI
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021

THE JAIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
AURANGABAD

ARYAN MUSLE
Grade :- VI

STAR
STAR
STAR WEEK

WEEK
WEEK

Award Presented to

of the 

Vice-PrincipalDate :- 30/10/2021
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
AARUSH BORSE TEJAS DUSANE ARYAN BAWNER RONAK GIRHE VALLABH DHMBRE

MILAN BADJATE SARVADNYA BHAVSAR RIDHIMA DHANEDHAR AAYUSHI VIBHAVRI SALVE 

SARAVI WAYBASE REYANSH RASNE PRANAVI AAYUSH TUPE PATIL YOGIRAJ KALE

RUDRA PAWAR SARANG DESHMUKH VENKATESH SHERE MADHUR KHEDKAR RUDRANSH SARWADE

ARHAN SAYAD SHAUNAK DHOTE SANCHIT JIWRAG PRAJWAL MODI PIYUSH BORA
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
NISHANT PIMPLAPURE MAHESHWARI DHILPE ARYAN MUSLE AKSHADA PAWAR AARUSH AGARWAL

SANKET VIBHUTI MEGHA PARASWAMI SIDDHI NAGAMWAD AARYA MULE MANYA TALBANI

NAMAN SETHIA AARYAN KUMAR SAMRUDHI KHAIRNAR MANSI BHUTADA ESHITA GUPTE

VEER THOLE RUTUJA GADEKAR RUTUJA BHAVAR PRERANA WALUNJE GAURAV SAPKALE

SWAYAM KHABIYA SIDDHANT PUNJABI SARTH PATEL PARTH KULKARNI
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PARENTING TIPS
PARENTING TIPS FOR DIWALI

01 Tips to ensure a happy Diwali!
Diwali is the festival of light and togetherness. It is the 
celebration of victory of good over evil and an exciting time for 
kids as well as elders. Light, new clothes, mithai and crackers, 
all of this make the festival super special and worth the wait. 
But all this is true only if you stay safe. In the past few years, a 
lot of people have lost their eyesight and have got serious 
burns due to carelessness. Unattended children burning 
fireworks have been the major cause of accidents caused 
during Diwali. This is something you must avoid during the 
festivals.

02 Follow these safety tips
But safety doesn't just mean being careful around diyas and 
firecrackers. It includes many other factors like ensuring the 
comfort of your elders, pets, shielding children from burns, 
keeping the streets litter free and the environment less 
polluted. Here is the list of top 10 safety tips that are absolutely 
essential for you and your family this Diwali.

03 Lamp/diyas
Diwali is quite literally the festival of light where homes are lit 
with diyas and candles. But if not taken care of, diyas can lead 
to fires.
What you can do:
- Keep the candles and diyas away from curtains and other 
inflammable objects.
- Do not light diyas near electrical wires.
- Put the candles/diyas on a flat surface so they do not fall.
- Keep your pets and babies away from diyas.
- Do not keep the diyas on the doorways so that no one falls 
and hurt themselves.

04 Firecrackers
Despite the government ban, firecrackers are still a big part of Diwali 
celebration. Especially when you have children and teens in the 
family.
What you can do:
- First and foremost, avoid bursting firecrackers, if possible at all.
- Do not burst crackers that emit a lot of noise and smoke.
- If you plan to buy, buy firecrackers from trusted brands and stores to 
make sure they are of good quality.
- Explain your children to burn crackers under elder supervision.
- Lit the crackers in an open space and burst only one cracker at a 
time.
- Keep a water bucket handy that can be used in case of an accident.
- Do not stand to close to where crackers are being burst.
Waste disposal Make sure to dispose off the burnt crackers safely. 
Half burnt crackers can cause hazard. So, stack up the used 
sparklers, chakaris and phuljaris in a bucket of water before throwing 
them away.
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PARENTING TIPS FOR DIWALI

05 Noise and smoke pollution
Even if you don't choose to burn noisy crackers, your 
neighbours might do it. Loud noise can be unbearable for 
elderly, babies and pets. Babies often start crying and pets 
get uncomfortable due to the noise of crackers.
What you can do:
- Limit the use of crackers as much as you can.
- If you are allergic to smoke, do not go outdoors.
- Keep babies and pets inside the home with door and 
windows closed to minimise the sound of crackers.

06 Clothing
An important ritual of Diwali celebration is wearing new 
clothes. But dressing up comfortably is very important for 
you as well as your family.
What you can do:
- Avoid wearing synthetic clothes as they can catch fire 
easily.
- Wear cotton clothes that are not very loose or flowy.
- Dress your kids in comfortable clothes and also tie their 
hair to avoid mishaps.

07 Food safety
No Diwali is complete without the lip-smacking 
delicacies prepared for the celebration of the festival. 
But due to the high demand, the quality of food is 
compromised.
What you can do:
- Buy food and sweets from reputed stores and shops 
that ensure you about the quality.
- Ensure you and your kids wash hands before eating 
food.
- Avoid having street food and keep the food covered.
- Try to make sweets at home as there is nothing more 
tasty and hygienic than that.
Keep handy with you
- A bucket of water
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